
 

 

 

           GOLD IN A BUCKSKIN BAG 
by 

Justin Miller  (1888 – 1973) 

This is the first of three installments as edited by Judge Justin Miller's daughter, Jean M.  Friedland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

                          TO THE MEMORY OF 

My mother, Matilda Morrison Miller, and my father, Robert Willis Miller, who, before 

the turn of the century,  made a home for their children by  the  harbor of Crescent  City, 

California, and in summers took them to their ranch by Smith River where we mined for 

gold.   Always for us, in mind and heart, is a homecoming to the haunted redwoods and 

to their sluice boxes where quicksilver is waiting to capture the glittering  treasure. As we 

untie the thong of our buckskin bag of memories, there we see gold still shining within it, 

waiting to be recovered; the golden dream still shining, forever beckoning. 
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GOLD  IN  A  BUCKSKIN  BAG 

In the first years of my childhood,  Crescent City,  California was steeped in the 

tradition of gold,  an intimate part of our lives. To my young mind gold was of 

inestimable value,  not for its monetary worth but because of the aura of importance 

which seemed to surround it.    Gold dust,  nuggets,  veins of it in quartz,  the lacy tracery 

of gold from which the quartz had been washed away by rain and erosion,  bullion,  gold 

pieces in five,  ten,  twenty dollar denominations were all of great consequence.    And 

the buckskin bag in which the gold was carried,  seemed of almost equal value; they went 

together like bread and butter or mush and milk.    The expression "gold in a buckskin 

bag" was one of the first I  ever remember hearing.     Equally fascinating to me was the 

dream image of the prospector with his bag full of the precious treasure he had gleaned. 

Store windows displayed gold dust in little bottles, and there were specimens of 

various sorts scattered around my father's law office,  in pasteboard boxes, on tables and 

shelves—exhibits for pending cases.    Some were merely conversation pieces concerning 

"locations,  strikes,  claims,  ledges,  and placers." 

Many tall tales were told of gold.     It was a subject of continuing interest.    There 

was much discussion of the probability that the ocean  sands,   facing Crescent City,  

contained a great treasure of gold.     Considering the presence of it in the streams which 
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owed into the ocean,  this was no doubt true.     But though there 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 



was much speculation about it,  no one seemed able to suggest a method of recovering 

the gold.    There was also some suggestion that the sea-water,  contained gold in 

considerable quantity,  in solution. 

Seventy years later,  the daily press reported that "potentially profitable 

concentrations had been located on the continental shelf off the coast of northern 

California," specifically "between Crescent City and Eureka**north of Pt.  St.  George; 

west of Crescent City; south of the mouth of the Klamath River,  and north of Trinidad 

Head. f "    How those old names brought back memories of my first home,  the security o

family living within it and the spine-tingling Cold!!!   excitement just beyond its shelter.    

The newspapers were full of wild stampedes to far places,  unheard of yesterday,  with 

names which today rode on every tongue. 

Many times in the intervening years I  have speculated concerning my early and 

acute gold fever.    Perhaps it is explainable in terms of boyish interest in "collecting" 

which filled my pockets with all manner of things:    String,  nails,  and other valuable 

trifles. However,  my interest was definitely not in having gold but,  like fishing,  the 

pleasure for me would have been in the "catching." 

I did not appreciate until many years later,  the other values which are returned 

from pioneering.     I  have wished that more people might know of those other values 

and of the frontiers of physical endurance and achievement.    What a blessing it would 

be,   if for example,  old judges,   who stay in office too long,   fearful of the deadly 

tedium of retirement,  could know and remember 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 

the happiness of such enthusiasms;  if they could return in memory, to the places of their 

earlier adventures;  to the companionship of old associates,  and to vicarious enjoyment,  

at least,  of these simpler and more fulfilling ways of life. 

For every one who struck it rich,  there were many who did not.    But how much 

greater is the percentage of success in any field of endeavor?    At least the men on the 

great frontiers have always had high hopes,  and great enthusiasms.     Fortunate were the 

women whose temperaments made possible a sharing of such hopes and enthusiasms.     

If som ir etimes they spoke disparagingly, perhaps it was more by way of rationalizing the

own disappointments than of reproof for the failures of their men. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MEMORIES 

There is nothing of importance in this history of my memories of early years;  just 

a small boy's life.    There are no episodes of great or striking dramatic interest; except as 

they were of sufficient importance to impress themselves upon the memory of a new 

member of the human race;  reacting to the stimuli of the environment in which he found 

himself. 

To the few remaining people of those years this story may bring  remembrances 

and reminiscences.    To the children of today it may provide a contrast to the conditions 

under which they live. To the psychologist and sociologist it may provide source material 

for speculation and criticism.    To my grandchildren it may provide answers to their 

curiosity about how Grandpa lived,  in what to them will seem the long-long ago. 

Jean Jacques Rousseau,  the French philosopher,  in his famous Confessions,  says:    

"I  have no knowledge of what passed prior to my fifth or sixth year.     I  recollect 

nothing of learning to read."    1 have heard a number of my contemporaries make similar 

statements. In contrast, my memory is a storehouse of episodes and incidents which 

happened during my early years. 

I  was born on November  17,   1888,  in the little seaport town of Crescent City,  

Del Norte County,  California, and left it in June of 1895,  when  1  was approximately 

six and one-half years old.     Perhaps it was the fact of moving,  in that little freight and 

passenger steamer—described in another chapter—which sharpened my 

recollection of faces,  places,  and events of those earlier years. Those six and one-half 

years were set apart so decisively,  and their associations were so sharply drawn that 

they constituted a clearly distinct way of life;  marked at the end by a sea voyage, which 

by its very novelty and excitement was at once the end of a chapter, and the beginning of 

a new one. 



Our Crescent City home was on high ground,  overlooking the Pacific Ocean; deep 

woods and forests closely rimmed the little county-seat town; a roaring surf broke on the 

beach,  only two or three blocks away.     It was plainly visible from our front windows, 

and our long front porch.    One mile out to sea,  jutted Whale Island, a rocky promontory 

upon which the waves climbed and smashed. The wind howling under the eaves;  the 

incess  ant rain,  sluicing down,  during the long dark winter nights,  were sweet music to

my young ears.    My father used to sing a little song,  which met a deep emotional 

response in me, and which constituted my first memorization: 

When the humid shadows gather 
over all the starry spheres; 

           And the melancholy darkness, 
gently weeps in rainy tears;  

What a joy to press the pillow of my cottage 
chamber bed;  

            And to listen to the patter 
                                             of the raindrops over-head. 

I  had no idea what "melancholy" meant;  "tears" were a usual happening in the 

sharp change of emotional pace,  between joy and sorrow,   in the lives of my sister,  my 

brothers,  and myself.     I have no recollection of fear,  or even wonder at the boisterous 

nature of 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



that rough northern California coast. 

Naturally  my memories linger about the many trivial happenings common to all 

children.     I   remember having my  first baby tooth pulled.     I  recall seeing a man run 

along a dusty street with a bicycle  (my first sight of such a vehicle),  then mount it and 

ride away. How little understanding we had of the great speeds of modern vehicles—

motor cycles,  automobiles and airplanes—is evidenced by the fact that one of our 

favorite expressions in those days,  to signify impossible speeds of horses,  and vehicles 

then in use,  was to say, "He was going about forty miles an hour."    I  remember having 

a smal o answer what I regarded as l neighbor boy challenge me—when  I  refused t

impertinent questions—by saying:     "Has the cat got your tongue?"    And  I  wondered 

how a cat could get into my mouth to extract my tongue.     I  recall very vividly going 

with my father to see a circus.     I  remember, all too well,  my first experience with 

public speaking.     I  had been told that if the audience applauded my effort,   I  should 

give an encore.    Though  I  had been well coached for such an eventuality,   I  forgot to 

wait for the applause, and immediately upon finishing the poem—long forgotten—which 

had been assigned to me,   1  plunged immediately into my encore: 

"Twinkle,   twinkle,  little star..." 

I  remember very fondly,  the long winter evenings,  the warmth of the kitchen 

and dining  room,  with their big wood stoves;  the milieu of family legends,  family 

singing,  the book reading, the popcorn, apples, and black walnuts;  all come back 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 

to me,  clearly.    The absence of radio,  television,  motion pictures, automobiles,  

telephones,  and other present day distractions developed a close-knit family life,  built 

up great stores of information, and induced varieties of introspection concerning life,  its 

origins, its purposes and religious implications,  which would be difficult to duplicate, as 

of the time I write these recollections.    When I think of these home scenes,   I  feel a 

sense of security and well being, a sense of belonging.    These memories bring back to 

me also,  long forgotten embarrassments,  sorrows,  losses,  with the intensity and 

poignancy of the original happenings. 

In addition to these background memories of bright fires in the fire place, with 

their attendant memories,  I  remember long summer days of green meadows,  brilliant 

sunshine,  wild birds and bees playing in the bushes and in the wild flowers;  

honeysuckle, clover,  wild azaleas,  and wild iris,  violets,  and wild strawberries; of 

going with Mother on long walks to Pebble Beach,  where we played in the sand and 

gravel  of a placid ocean; then a picnic luncheon; and ,  hunting for moss agates;  in view

return ms ing by way of an old overgrown cemetery,  where rested the remains of the victi

of the wrecked ship,  the Brother Johnathon — told of in another chapter. 

These summertime    memories also include blackberrying expeditions into the cut-

over woodlands,  where the cracked tops of great redwood trees,  abandoned by the 

loggers,  were covered with vines,   loaded with berries;  far out of my reach,  and 

available only to the hazardous climbing of big boys,  like my oldest brother, Edgar. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



As for learning to read,  my memory serves me well.    Two or three years before 

school age,   I  was visiting one day with my sister Maude,   looking through a primer,  at 

the pictures therein. Under a certain picture there appeared a group of letters G U N. I 

asked Maude what the letters meant.    She explained that they told what the picture 

meant.    She spelled out the letters:    GUN, and  I  repeated them after her.    That was 

the beginning of my reading.     I  was eager to master this secret of letters.     I  pestered 

all my elders to find the meaning of different combinations of letters,  with the result that 

my knowledge of reading far exceeded my knowledge of arithmetic,  and with the further 

result than when I  started school  I  was skipped through the first and second grades; 

apparently on the assumption that a child who could real so well, must have been well 

grounded otherwise.     Incidentally, I  suffered all the rest of the way through school,  

thereafter,  because of my inadequate knowledge of arithmetic. 

My recognition of the concept of "wanderlust" originated in an episode which 

occurred in my short stay in the first grade. The students were lined up in the front of the 

room for a spelling lesson.    According to the custom,   if a student missed a word,  he 

went to the foot of the line.     It was a beautiful  sunny day.     From where  I  stood,   I 

could see out the window,  a  road winding off through the grassy meadows and into the 

deep woods beyond. There came over me a deep longing to be on that road,  with the sun 

on my back,  journeying off into the great unknown.    Suddenly I  heard the sharp voice 

of the teacher,  telling me to go to the foot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

of the line.     It was useless to protest.     I  had not even heard the word which  I  was 

supposed to spell.     For all practical purposes  I had been a million miles away from that 

little schoolroom,  unconscious of all that was going on around me.    At that time I did 

not know the meaning of wanderlust, or of daydreaming,  or of the necessity for 

concentration upon the subject at hand.    But when, later,   I came across those words and 

identified the concepts for which they stood,   I  was carried back to that embarrassing 

moment when I went to the foot of the class.    Then I  wondered again: "What was the 

word which the teacher had pronounced for me to spell?". 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THE  NORTHERN  CALIFORNIA GOLD COUNTRY —  

        THE  REDWOOD  EMPIRE 

The story is well known of the gold discovery of 1849,  the great rush of 

adventurers to the foothills of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, and the exploitation of the 

placers along the old stream beds of the Mother Lode.    Less well known is the fact that 

another gold discovery was made,  several years later,  in the northwestern corner of 

California,   now known as the Redwood Empire,   in the Coast Range Mountains. 

The Mother Lode country was a comparatively,  easily accessible terrain of rolling 

foothills,  with many streams;  pine and oak timbered, with much grass-land,  which 

provided feed for the miners pack animals.     In contrast) the gold country of the Coast 

Range was rough with deepcut canyons between precipitous    mountains.      It was 

heavily brush-covered,  with dense forests of pine, oak,  redwoods, firs and many 

varieties of smaller trees.    The rainfall was heavy; in dry years there might be as little as 

60 inches but usually there was more. 

Life in this western area was a continuous battle for survival; only hardy 

adventurers explored it in the early years,  and only the most hardy survived.    Cold 

strikes came only occasionally; and frequently a long time went by between discovery 

and exploitation. This, of course,  heightened the mystery of the country,  and intensified 

its lure.     It was a land of tall tales,  which traveled in folklore manner in the pioneer 

homes and around the camp fires. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



It is no n were not t surprising therefore that the gold placers of this northwest regio

exploited until ode, and that the swarming invasion  years later than those of the Mother L

of this northwest region occurred e  several years later also.     But when the invasion cam

it was a deluge.    A listing of pioneers in the redwood Empire, compiled in  1881,  

showed representatives from eighteen of the United States and seventeen foreign 

countries. 

Maine,  New York, Massachusetts,  Connecticut,  Pennsylvania, New Hampshire, 

and Virginia made the largest contributions from the States;  New Brunswick,   Ireland,  

Germany and Denmark from other countries; but there were also representatives from 

Australia, France,  Nova Scotia and Wales.    Presumably, .the ones who,  being 

successful,  stayed on and were the ones whose names appeared in this compilation.     

How many transients who came, tried their luck, failed and returned,  we have no way of 

knowing.    Stage lines, serving these folks,  and freight wagons,  hauling supplies in,  

and products out, over deep-rutted roads,  which wound their way, with many horseshoe 

curves,  and over fragile log bridges,  between the settlements,  provided uncertain 

transportation. 

It was a land of hard liquor, renegade white men and hostile Indians—quite unlike 

the gentle Indians of the Mother Lode Country. 

Wild country as it was,  it was ideally suited for methods of Indian warfare;  

infiltration, ambush and surprise attack,  infinitely more advantageous to aborigines than 

to the white people.    They drew no line between combatants and non-combatants;  

women and 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



children were massacred without mercy.    The settlers and miners quickly adopted the 

same methods; and one instance is recorded when they wiped out an entire Indian  

rancheria,  killing and burning,  in primitive retaliation.    As was true of the frontier 

country generally,  the renegade white men,  trading with the Indians, supplied them with 

liquor, guns and ammunition; as a result of which the Indians grew more dangerously 

aggressive. 

It was not until the Indians were finally disarmed by the military,  and concentrated 

in reservations,  that conditions in the northwestern counties were stabilized. 

Of course,  there was also a large quota of gamblers and speculators,  playing their 

trade with lonesome men,  whose buckskin bags were filled with gold;  they also acted as 

bankers for these men,  grubstaked them, and bought out their claims,  when they 

chanced to make a strike. 

This was the country into which destiny threw me in  1888. Of course it was all rich 

fare for a youngster with avid curiosity and a vivid imagination.    Indeed,  the inspiration 

of those great redwood trees was sufficient in itself to inspire me with awe,  wonderment, 

and a realization of true beauty and grandeur,  the recollection of which still recalls the 

early thrill of them, and my emotional response to them.    That 1  was not alone in this is 

evidenced by the reactions of many who have seen the Redwood Empire since then. 

During the second World War,  Sir Gerald Campbell,  then British Minister to 

the United States,   told me of taking Winston 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Churchill on an automobile trip through the redwoods,  from Grant's Pass,  Oregon to 

Crescent City;  then south,  again through the redwoods,  to San Francisco.    Churchill,  

at that time without diplomatic privileges,  was considerably irritated by the search 

through his baggage for fruits,  plants and vegetables,  which the California Quarantine 

Officers made.     But Campbell said,   the sight of the redwoods restored his good humor, 

and it was not long before "Winston was making speeches to the big trees."    Then 

Campbell said:    "Winston produced some good Scotch whiskey and under its influence 

stated that God has never permitted a nation to prosper which persecuted the Jews."    

Recently,  Sir Gerald said he had visited with the Premier in the newly constructed 

cabinet room. Churchill then produced a cocktail and said that while drinking was not 

permitted in a Cabinet room,  he remembered the Scotch whiskey in the redwoods,  and 

wished to return the compliment. Campbell asked him if he remembered what he had said 

about a country which persecuted the Jews,  to which Churchill replied that it was 

certainly working out in Germany. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DEL NORTE COUNTY 

A map of Del Norte County,  of which Crescent City is the County Seat,  was 

published in   1892.    The map pictured what purported to be the several areas of the 

County,  in a series of strips; running from north to south;  first of an area of farming land 

along the coast;  then a strip of grazing land;  then a strip of land covered by giant 

redwood trees;  then another strip designated as covered by tanbark oak trees;  then 

another covered by fir and spruce forests;  then another where could be found gold mines, 

copper mines,  chrome mines; and finally the great eastern side of the County,  

designated as "unexplored."    What a wonderful country,  laid out so beautifully,  for 

hardy exploring pioneers.    As a matter of fact,  these strips or zones were only rough 

approximations,  as the redwood territory and the gold mining territory overlapped 

considerably, as did the others to a greater or less extent. 

The choice of a name for the County is easy to understand. It lies in the extreme 

northwest corner of the State of California. It adjoins the State of Oregon on the north,  

but is separated from it by the Siskiyou mountains.    This explains why the gold rush did 

not go beyond the border of California;  because,  oddly enough, the Siskiyou range 

seems to have cut off the source of the gold which was found below the border line of the 

two states. 

The first settlement in the Del Norte County gold country was on the Klamath  

River.     This was called Happy Camp,  and it became one of the most famous camps in 

the West;  however,   it failed to maintain its lead,  and soon surrendered it to Crescent 

City. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



JEDEDIAH SMITH 

Jedediah Smith,  the famous explorer,   kept a diary of his trip of exploration into 

northern California,  during the year  1828.     He was the first explorer to cross the 

Sierra Nevada Mountains,  and his diary reveals that the town of Crescent City was in 

existence, at that time.     He speaks of this city, of the bay of that name, Pebble Beach 

and other places,  which show clearly that the name Crescent City and its environs,  was 

well known;  even though it was not incorporated as a city until  in   1852. 

Smith's diary revealed that they crossed the Klamath River south of the Humboldt-

Del Norte County line and entered what is now Del  Norte County on June  1st,  in the 

year  1828.     His travel was very slow and difficult,  over steep and rugged mountains; 

often impeded by heavy fog.    They experienced a great lack of meat,  and their last dog 

and horse meat were finally exhausted. Indians brought them a few mussels,  some eels,  

some raspberries, and some dried grass mixed with weeds,  which the Indians valued 

highly for food,  and which the explorers traded for even though it was not much relished.    

On June 8th,  Smith was so fortunate as to kill three elk, and he reported that the camp 

was changed at once from the "moody silence of hunger    to the busy preparation for 

cooking and feasting.    Men could be seen in every part of the camp with raw meat and 

ha If cooked meat in their hands devouring it with great alacrity."    Thereafter,  he 

recorded that the men occupied their time making salt and drying meat. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

The prairie south and east of Crescent City was reached on June  16th.    Although 

there were no mountains to be overcome on this lap of the journey,  the dense redwood 

forest and the thick brush and swamps still made travel difficult.    The diary reveals that 

camp was made in the vicinity of Crescent City on June  17th. On June  19th,  Smith 

discovered the river which came to bear his name;  it probably was so named by Smith 

himself. 

Smith's stay in the vicinity of Crescent City was very short. On June 21st he 

pushed on northward,  and on June 22nd,   1828, he crossed the boundary from California 

into Oregon. 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CRESCENT  CITY,   CALIFORNIA 

Although the coast of California runs generally a little west of south,  with a 

westerly exposure,  at Crescent City it turns sharply and has a south-easterly exposure.    

Its bold headland,  Point St. George,  protects the town from the violence of winter 

storms,  and gives safe anchorage for ships in the harbor. 

In my childhood days,  Crescent City's main business activities were centered in 

approximately six blocks on Front Street, which faced the harbor,  and was so close to the 

beach that one could step almost directly from the street to the sand.    A few other one-

story business and professional buildings were scattered through the residential  section 

of the town,  and the whole was contained within a rectangle approximately six blocks by 

five blocks in area. 

Crescent City was a central supply and shipping point for the Northwestern 

California region.    The only means of travel, except for pack-trains was,  for many 

years,  by water,  down the coast to San Francisco,  and north,  to Oregon and 

Washington cities. 

The population of Crescent City,  at that time,  was approximately five or six 

hundred.    All the business houses of the city, as noted,  were along the coast;  with the 

residential area extending back into a wilderness of trees and brush,  where deer and 

bears lived.    My father used the bears as a constant warning against our going alone into 

the brushland. 

With such a small population,  it was surprising that a local 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

newspaper,   published in  1892,  carried on its front page,  three hotel advertisements,  

two of which catered to "tourist and commercial travelers."    The third emphasized its 

dining and living facilities. Living must have been very reasonably priced in those days,  

as the meals cost only 25 cents, and lodging for a night was available at the same price.    

One of the hotels advertised that a saloon was attached to the house,  and another that the 

saloon was detached from the main building;  presumably,  making possible conviviality 

either at close hand, or away from sleeping quarters. 

The first and second pages of the newspaper were devoted largely to patent 

medicine advertisements:    Castoria,  Scotts Emulsion,   Bile Beans,  Cucumber and 

Elder Flower Cream,  Face Bleach, guaranteed to cure freckles,  sunburn,  sallowness,  

moth-patches, pimples,  and skin blemishes;  and Golden Balsam for chancres, sores on 

the legs and body,  copper colored blotches,  syphilitic catarrh, diseased scalp, and many 

other enumerated diseases. 

The local news also contained an interesting health item.     It reported that Robert 

Duncan Nilne,  a newspaper writer,  who took the bichloride of gold treatment at the 

Keely  Institute at Los Gatos, has been on a constant "jag" in San Francisco ever since.     

"The Keely cure is said to leave patients with a defective memory,  and that at times they 

are flighty." 

As for news of national importance,  the paper reported that: "Geary's anti-

Chinese bill to prohibit absolutely the coming of Chinese to the United States,  had 

been ordered favorably reported to the House,  by the majority of the Foreign Affairs 

Committee." 
 
 



Reminiscent of another chapter in this book, the paper reported that "The little 

launch Mabel and Maud was towed down  from the Klamath River by the A.B.Field,  on 

her  last trip.     She is the boat that was used in dragging for the Brother Johnathon,  

sunk off the coast near Crescent City." 

The destructiveness of youth in this present riotous age is no new phenomenon.      

Such vandalism had its counterpart in Crescent City as early as  1883,  as revealed in an 

editorial published in the Del Norte Record,  for June of that year,  which reported that: 

There are a set of boys in this place who take pleasure in destruction of 
property.     Breaking down fences,  throwing rocks through windows,  and tearing 
down chimneys of unoccupied houses,  are among the pastimes of these young 
outlaws.    Trees on the plaza have been cut down;    branches smashed and the 
boards carried off.    We have at times set out shade trees around our dwelling 
house,  but they have invariably been hacked,  girdled or cut down entirely.   The 
boy with his little hatchet could not resist the temptation of trying its edge. 

The editorial comment continued that "when the culprits have been found,  the law will 

be resorted to,  in all cases."    Then, as today, apparently,  youth must have its fling;  

whether it be in the destruction of property,  or in the riotous political outbursts,  to which 

the country is being treated today.     Resort to the law,  then as now, seems to be a more 

or less futile gesture. 

The indiscretions of youth were matched by the indiscretions of the many cows.    

The mild climate and generous rainfall provided year round green pasturage; and the 

cows used to wander all over the place.    This was generally accepted as proper use,  in 

common of t
 

he unoccupied,   unfenced areas,  and of streets as well.     (Any 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

householder who did not wish to have his property used as a pasture was,  of course,  

privileged to fence it.)     Needless to say some irritation resulted from this practice.     In 

the Del Norte Record one day appeared a story about "a certain white cow,  which roams 

about the upper part of the City."    After telling of its indiscretion and that she "has too 

much pasture in her," the editor spoke for the residents by saying that it would be well 

for the good of the community if the cow were sold to the butcher. 

Most of the folks who lived in Crescent City were just ordinary people:     Farmers,  

cattlemen,  lumbermen,  storekeepers,  etc.     However,  a few were unique,  odd,  or 

eccentric in character,  who challenged my interest for one reason or another.    My first 

examp me,  le will illustrate the point.     In Crescent City,  across the street from our ho

lived a widow woman,  with three sons,  named Shadrack, Meschack,  and Abednego.    

They were objects of friendly amusement in the community.    My father explained that 

the three names came from the Bible.    Years later when  I chanced to be visiting in Cre-

scent City,   in conversation with a man who then lived in the same house,   I  happened 

to mention that years before,  a family who lived in that house,  had three sons with 

extraordinary names.    "Yes," said the man,   "I  was Abednego in that trio."    He then 

laughingly explained that his mother, who was a very religious person,  had been 

"converted by an itinerant evangelist" and had been so overcome by the personality of the 

evangelist,  that she changed the names of her three boys.     "My real name," he said,  

"was Ben, and  I  resumed it after Mother's death." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Another name which ignites a warm glow in my memory,  was Ned McClaren.    

On a bluff,  over across the swamp from our home, was the home of the McClaren 

family.    The father was a merchant who dealt in all manner of interesting things,  which 

frequently found their way into the hands of the McClaren children.    Great crates and 

boxes which had contained everything from ordinary dry goods to chests of tea from 

China,  and seconds of lumber and planks,  nails,  hammers,  and other tools were 

matters of course in the McClaren's yard.    Ned McClaren was one of a large family of 

boys.     He was about my age and was a real friend. 

The McClaren boys were a very enterprising lot,   full of exciting ideas and 

adventures.    Once they rigged up,  in their barn,  a very satisfying theatre,  with a stage,  

a curtain,  tiers of bleacher seats, and various "properties"  for use in their "shows."    

Some of the older boys were permitted to have minor parts in these performances,  but 

never very satisfactory ones.    We schemed and planned for a similar layout of our own,  

but our parents were uncooperative. Mother did not believe in such "goings on," and 

father too was wary of the whole idea.    The entire subject came to an end one day when 

the underpinning of the bleachers gave way in the McClaren barn.    Several children 

were injured,  and one of the boys suffered a broken arm.    The latter was not novel,  

because the poor boy was getting "broken" every once in a while.      We understood from 

one of his brothers that his bones were very fragile,   because he ate so many potatoes. 

My friendship with Ned continued,  nevertheless.    After we 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

moved away from Crescent City,   Ned and I exchanged letters,  the first for me to 

receive by mail. 

One of the occupations of our youth was the making of stilts. They were not 

particularly useful,  and the fad did not last long. Stilt making required a certain amount 

of paraphernalia.    On one occasion nails were the only things lacking.     I  watched with 

great interest,  while one of the boys went into the woodshed of our neighbor,  Mr.  

Seaman, and secured from a pasteboard shoe box the required nails.    A few days later 

an em man's ergency in my own operations required some nails,  and  I  went into the Sea

woodshed to get some.    Mrs. Seaman, a very kindly soul, and a very good neighbor,  

surprised me in my effort.    She thought I  wanted the shoe box and prepared to empty it 

for me.     I  was so surprised and felt so guilty,  that  I  abandoned any need for nails,  

and left her presence without either nails or shoe box.    She very kindly never reported 

my delinquency to my mother—at least I  never heard of the incident again. 

Some of the characters of Crescent City days,   I  remember, because they were so 

ludicrous.    A prize example of this kind was that of "Fat Belly Harvey," a name applied 

to a gentleman with an overly large embompoint,  whose waddling down the street was 

indeed a sight to behold.    Although there were other men in the community,  with plump 

and well-rounded abdomens,  none could compare with Mr.   Harvey's. 

Another name which intrigued my young mind was  Papa Gontier.     I  

identified the Papa with my own  father,  and gave it 
 
 
 
 
 



a friendly welcome.     But to my surprise it turned out to be not a father at all,  but the 

name of a prize-winning rose,  which had caught my mother's attention,  and was added 

to her collection,  for her rose garden.     I  remember no other of her roses by name,  but 

Papa Gontier is one which lives with me still. 

Other names which recur to me include Half-Breed Pete,  my father's roustabout 

on the ranch.    He lived close enough to us to constitute a worry to Mother,  who feared 

that he might do us harm. Pete was not a dangerous looking man.    Except for a slightly 

dark color,   he looked just like other men of the community.     But Mother knew that he 

was a half-breed,  and that was enough to worry her. Another name which remains with 

me is Tom Peacock who owned a ranch on Smith River near our summer ranch.     I  

remember him because of the ford which we crossed near his place,  and for the 

wonderful dinner which we had at his ranch,  on our way to our ranch.     I  suspect that 

curiosity concerning Mr.  Peacock was heightened by the use of a bird's name for a man. 

Gasquet,  another name,  was a very interesting individual, both because of 

the "Frenchness" of his name,  and the romance of his little stage line which ran 

north through southern Oregon towns.     I  have described him further in another 

chapter. 

The husky Ahrens boys,  who mowed the hay in a field adjoining our home;  the 

musical sharpening of their scythes;  and their expert swinging of them,  are happy 

summertime memories.      The adventurous Ahren's daughter,  Helen,  who used to climb 

over our high board fence to play with sister Maude,  very much to her 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

mother's displeasure,  is also an accompanying memory. 

Another name which  I  shall  list is that of A.J.   Bledsoe,  who was a typical 

small town lawyer who used to sit with my father in his office,  and talk about such 

fascin n ating subjects as "The Lost Cabin,"  "The Wreck of the Brother Johnathan,"  India

Wars,  and early gold discoveries,  which I  was permitted to enjoy. 

For those things Bledsoe might be practically unknown today. However,  he had 

the initiative to write two books, one entitled Indian Wars of the Northwest,  and the 

other entitled A History of Del  Norte County.     Both are now collectors' items,  and 

Bledsoe is quoted as an authority on the early history of this northwest section of 

California. 

I  shall add one further example to illustrate the danger of such generalizations as 

that of my statement that ordinariness characterized most of the folks in Crescent City.     

It is tr r my ue that the extraordinariness of one man's achievements occurred largely afte

time in Crescent City.    Nevertheless,  he had then manifested those characteristics which 

later brought him success.    The man of whom I  write was John L.  Childs.     He was 

born in  1863, was elected County Clerk in  1892,  and admitted to the bar in 1895.     

Childs     was elected district attorney in  1897,  and Judge of the Superior Court in  1903. 

He served as Judge until  1920.     In that year,  at the age of fifty-seven,  he was again 

elected District Attorney,  and served in that office until  in his eighties. 

In  1927 Childs was saluted as the "grand old man of Del Norte County."    It 

was stated in a leading article, of the 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Humboldt  Times of that year,   that Childs  was a  leading  figure  in the movement to 

establish the "Great State of Jefferson," and that he  was  selected  as  first Governor 

of that  "fictive"  State. 

It  will  be  remembered  that in   1812,   Thomas  Jefferson expressed the hope 

that the descendants of "Astor's Colonists" on the Columbia  River  would  some day 

occupy  the whole  Pacific Coast. He  suggested  that  the  union of Oregon  and  

California  territories would some day  constitute a separate State.     Childs' expression 

of Jefferson's  hope gave currency  to the  idea.     The miners and other pioneers picked 

up his idea,  to which they gave the name of the State of Jefferson.     This was the 

concept which  some   11  or  12 counties  in  Northern  California  were attempting  to 

carry out,   when they named John  L.   Childs as the Governor of the new State.     The 

whole project was said to have died at the time of the bombing of Pearl  Harbor.    Just 

what the connection may have been between the  two events,   the  record does  not  

show. 

Now  let  us go back to my  memory of Childs.     When   I   first knew  him,   he  

was  County Clerk,   and  reading  law  in  my  father's office.     At that time he was 

reputed to be grooming himself to be my  sister Maude's husband,  a hope which  failed 

to materialize, largely as a  result of objections by  Father and Mother,   who thought that 

Maude was  then  much too  young  to  be married. 

Soon  he became a teacher  in  the  County's  schools.     Joseph Endert,   a  

former  student  in  the Crescent City's  schools,   and at that time a  pupil  of 

Childs,  once  told  me a  story  about  him. (Endert,   at  that  time,   was one of 

Crescent City's outstanding 
 
 



 

businessmen.)     The story illustrates the major qualification which Childs then 

possessed for that kind of a school teacher. 

This was the story:     Like all boys of his kind,  Endert had a very sharp knife, of 

which he was very proud, and with which he was very expert.    He was one day 

confronted with the rear exposure of a classmate who had stooped to pick up a pencil.    

Succu s mbing to temptation thus presented,  Endert skillfully slit the threaded seam of hi

classmate's trousers and,  as he phrased it,   "the classmate's posterior backed right out of 

the opening."    Naturally the classmate failed to see the humor of the situation,  and the 

two boys went into a tussle.    Childs,  the teacher,  observing the altercation, said 

nothing;  the boys,  noting the silence of the room and the disapproving glare of the 

teacher,  subsided into their seats.      Then Childs slipped quietly to the back of the room,  

seized each of two boys by his collar,  and knocked their heads soundly together. Both 

boys fell to the floor,  Endert with Childs standing astride him.    The open knife was still 

in Endert's hand;  striking blindly, his knife caught in the leg of Childs' trousers and 

ripped it from thigh to the floor.    Naturally,  school was immediately adjourned, and no 

penalty was exacted.     Endert told the story as if he had won the battle,  but the reader 

must draw his own conclusion. 

Throughout his life Childs was known as a great promoter. In addition to his 

sponsorship of "the Great State of Jefferson," he,  according to newspaper publicity,   

"promoted many industries, from mines to railroads,  bank,   newspaper,  telephone and 

what not."    He was commended  for his  "resourcefulness,  courage and 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

initiat  ive."     In   1905,   "he  rustled a  phone box  from  somewhere and enough  wire to

string a  line to Grants  Pass,   Oregon."     In  the same year,   "he organized  the  Del  

Norte Telephone Company  and  put a line through to Eureka and another to Smith 

River."      Others of his exploits told in this memorial edition are too numerous to enu-

merate.    John  L.   Childs was indeed a great man  in his  little town. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



NAMES OF CALIFORNIA MINING CAMPS, 

MOUNTAINS,   GULCHES,   ETC. 

California's contribution to the gold production of the country was a large one,  

but,  perhaps,  even more interesting was its contribution of names of camps, and the 

natural phenomena,  such as mountains,  creeks,  gulches,  bars,  hills,  ridges,  and lakes.    

Some of these were transient,  applied to scenes familiar to the prospectors; others were 

permanent in character.    After all the intervening years,  since the fabulous forties,  

there are still more than  220 listed on the A.A.A.  map of Northwestern California. 

The points of origin of the miners found their names attached to camps and other 

such phenomena,  for example:    Canadian,  Capetown,  China,  Dutch,  English,  French,   

Kanaka,   Helena,   Illinois, Italian,  Jerusalem,  Mexico,  Minnesota,  Missouri,  

Mississippi,  New York, Oregon,  Orleans,   Portuguese,  Russian,   Norse,  Scotch, 

Sweden,  Texas,  Washington,  and Yankee.     Indeed,  it is possible to tell from this list 

what parts of the world contributed to the great mass movement to the gold fields.    

Although "Ireland" or "Irish" do not appear in names listed on the A.A.A.  map,  there 

were plenty of Irish in California.    Many other family and given names are included in 

the list.     Incidentally,   the Miller Mine, which was located at the intersection of Rock 

Creek and Smith River,  is still  known and referred to by the inhabitants of that part of 

the country,  although it is purely of local significance. 

The names of all the domestic animals,  and the wild ones 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

which prowled this cou rious camps,  hills,  etc.,   ntry,  are found among the names of va

for example:    The name bear was used  43 times, grizzly six times,   horse twenty-six 

times,  elk twenty-two times, deer sixteen times,  buck twenty-two times.    Other 

creatures also had their turn,  thus Skunk Hill,  Tarantula Gulch,  Flea Valley, 

Rattlesnake Lake,  Ant Ridge,  Yellow Jacket;  the word fish was used at least nine 

times. 

The names of individuals appear many times,  sometimes reflecting a  romantic 

twist,  as Chiquita,   Love Lady,  School Marm Ridge,  Cleopatra Mine,  Judy Mine,   

Linda Mine,  and Widow Spring. Although few white men would admit the application 

of "squaw man," the word squaw has been immortalized in a number of places to identify 

creeks,  gulches,  hollows,  lakes and peaks. 

The contact with the Indians is similarly  reflected in the names of creeks,  

gulches,  springs,  bars,  ridges and hills.    Of course,  the names of the Indian tribes 

were used also. 

In addition to those names which may be classified  in groups, there were many 

names which reflected individual idiosyncracies such as Hurdy Gurdy,   Devil's Gap,  

Muzzleloader,  Cutthroat Creek, Soldier's Well,  Pigeon Roost,   Lonesome Ridge,   

Hardscrabble Creek, Tin Cup Pass,   Hole in the Ground,  Cedar Trough,   Broken  

Kettle Creek, Bunkhouse , Whiskey Lake,   Damnation Creek,  Rowdy Creek,  Corn 

Creek,   Broken Rifle Mountain,  Dividend Bar,  Gunboat Lake,   Hardtack Prairie,   

Hatchet Creek,  Stonely Gap,   Packsaddle Mountain,  and practically every article of 

food which the prospectors carried with them. 
 
 
 
 
 



In  Paradise  Lost,   Milton  used  the expression,   "Hell  trembled at  the  hideous  

name."     The  names of various  camps,   given  to them by  the pioneers in early  

Northern California,   might very properly have been so classified.    Many of them were 

hideous,   such as Ragged Ass,   Stinking Canyon,  Jackass,  and Skunk  Hill.    A more 

gentle succeeding generation preferred,   perhaps,   that some such hideous names should 

disappear. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

MEMORIES — FATHER AND MOTHER 

My father and mother had both been born and had spent their early years in the 

middle west.    She was born in Wisconsin and went with her parents when a child,  first 

to Iowa and later to Minnesota.     Father was born in Illinois and,  following his 

admission to practice law,  went as a school teacher to Minnesota to get ahead 

sufficiently,   financially,  to open a law office.    They met in Minnesota,   he a young 

lawyer,  and she a pretty,  red-headed school-marm.    The manner of their meeting and 

marriage tells a story of the times in which they lived.    One evening a phrenologist was 

lecturing in Ortonville,  Minnesota,  where Father and Mother were both living at that 

time.    The lecturer explained the fundamentals of his science,  then gave several 

demonstrations upon subjects who were called from the audience for that purpose.     

Finally,  he undertook to demonstrate,  by the use of his art,  which young men and young 

women were best suited to be united in matrimony.    Among others he choose Mother 

and Father as being an ideal pair.    They used to tell the story on themselves,  with 

increasing skepticism as the years went by,  although their having lived together all the 

rest of their lives would seem to indicate that the phrenologist had guessed right.    

Mother,   particularly,   used indignantly to deny that she had been persuaded by the 

phrenologist's demonstration. 

When Father began practicing law  in Crescent City—being unable to get a 

state license upon the basis of his Minnesota license—he had to practice with a 

license granted by the Judge 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

of the Superior  us limited  in  their  Court.     Many of the old  time  lawyers were th

practice.     However,   in July of  1885,   the  press  reported  that  R .W.    Miller  had 

just  returned  from  San   Francisco, where he  had  been admitted  to practice  in  the 

Supreme Court of the State upon  his Minnesota certificate.    At the same time,  he had  

been  licensed to practice in the District Court of the United States.    Thereafter,  Father's 

announcement in the press stated that he could  practice in all of the courts of the State of 

California, and  in  the federal  courts as  well. 

By  June of  1885,   Father was  well  started on  the  successful practice of law  in 

Crescent City.    His announcement now also stated that his office  "was  located at his 

residence on H.  Street." Thereafter  the  practice of the young  lawyer  must have  

improved, because  his professional  card   in  the newspaper  soon announced a change 

in his office to "I Street next door to the Record  Building," where the Superior Court was 

then  located. 

At the same time,   the real estate records showed that he had purchased a  lot on 

the corner of 4th and T.  Streets,  from Jennie Ahrens for  $100.00.    There he built a  

little building for his law office,   and  a  house  for  his  family on the same lot. 

At  that  time.   Mother and  Father had  two children,  Maude  and Edgar.     Then   

Fred and  four more  boys arrived  in  steady  succession. 

Mother,   a  beautiful,   red-haired  young woman,   was  the oldest of ten children,  

and  a Many  ccordingly  had developed great  resourcefulness,   courage and  fortitude.     

stories were told of her girlhood adventures.     Perhaps  the one which constituted  the 

greatest 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

revelation of these characteristics was one frequently told of her as a teacher taking the 

school children to their homes during a blizzard. 

Mother and Father came from Scots and  Irish forebears and were proud  indeed of 

their heritage.    Mother had the "Gift"  (Extra Sensory Perception)  and  "Second Sight":     

"The power of seeing beyond the visible,  intuitive,  visionary or prophetic power."    

Father was not so fortunate,  which explained many differences in their reactions.    But 

each seemed to respect the other's point of view. Mother was a member of the Morrison 

clan.     Father was a Kennedy, and a MacFarlane clan member  (Miller).     How close or 

separate these affiliations might have made them in the old country was of no importance 

because both of them were Protestants. 

Mother was proud of being a direct descendant of Robert Morrison,  one of 

the "Prentice Boys," heroes during the Siege of Derry in   1689.    There were 

thirteen of these apprentices  ('prentices),  and most of them bore Scottish names.    

Their homes were in the walled Protestant city of Derry which was within the city of 

Londonderry,  Northern  Ireland. 

When the siege of Derry  (ordered by James  II,  Catholic King of England)  began,  

the Prentice Boys commenced their resistance. They entered Derry's guard room,  armed 

themselves,  and seized the keys with which they were able to lower the ferry porte cullis. 

With this closed.   King James1 officers' entry was blocked completely. 

Editor's Note:    Maxine Luehmann,   Fulda, Minn.   (Morrison family geneologist and 
historian)  gave me a much better example.  There is not time now,   but it will be 
copied and sent with the next installment. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

The Boys then perched in an apple tree on the banks of the Foyle River    where they 

could watch for any further attempts at invasion. 

The story of what it was like to live inside the walls during the siege with nothing 

to eat but cats,  dogs,  dead horses,  etc.  is gruesome indeed.    Small wonder the Prentice 

Boys became a symbol of encouragement to all in their defiant devotion to William of 

Orange and the Protestant cause. 

Mother spoke often of a snuff box bearing the Morrison coat of arms granted for 

valor at the siege of Derry.     It was carved and made from wood of the famous apple 

tree.     It passed from  and is now owned by Mother's  the eldest Morrison son to the next, 

uncle, Robert Morrison,  in Minnesota.       Her pride was mixed with bitterness,  because 

the Londonderry money and estates were all  lost generations later by a Morrison 

progenitor who gambled them away at the Derby 

 

____________________________ 
Editor's Note:    According to Rand McNally's World Guide,  however,   "Boyne" might 
have been  the Gaelic name. 

 
Editor's Note:     Photographs of this and Morrison-Miller family members will be found 
in the pocket of the back cover. 
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OUR  CRESCENT  CITY  HOME 

The establishment of the Miller family in Crescent City,  California,  took place in  

1885.     Prior to that time,   Father,  Mother,  and my sister Maude lived in Minnesota 

for a short time,  and then in Eureka,  California,  in Humboldt County,  which lies just 

south of Del Norte County.     In Eureka,   Father had been associated for a few months 

with his brother,  J.K.  Miller,  in the practice of law. 

When  I  first became an occupant of our home in Crescent City three years later,  

the house was a newly built one—a single story structure of seven or eight rooms with a 

long front porch,  facing out to the ocean.     I  was the fourth child;  there were Maude, 

Edgar,  and  Fred,  born in  1886.     He became my roommate,  and he and  I   were very 

close companions for some years  (he died in his youth).    We shared everything in 

common,  even our battles with aggressor boys which we fought together.    After us 

came three more children:    Leslie,   Lowell,  and Arthur. 

About that time,  Mother apparently decided that lacking more boys—Maude being 

the only girl—she would teach her boys the arts of housekeeping;  hence we were 

introduced to the mysteries of domestic science,  including cooking,  sweeping,  dusting,  

bed-making,  canning fruit,  etc.     Fruit canning was a very important part of our lives.     

Every household stored the essentials of dried fruit and preserves,  and cooked fruits in 

glass jars.    We peeled, quartered,  and  strung apples on cords and hung them up to dry. 

Hundreds of jars of peaches,  berries,   plums and other fruits were 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

prepared during the summer and fall,   for use during the winter and early spring.    Apple 

butter and peach marmalade went into earthenware crocks.     Currants,  plums,  apples 

and quinces were converted into jelly.    When glasses and jars were unavailable, Mother 

converted bottles into containers by tying a string around a bottle,  saturating it with 

kerosene,  burning the string,  then plunging the bottle into a bucket of cold water.    This 

produced a container which,  while rough-topped,  served well the purpose of storing 

jelly. 

Deer meat was plentiful, and was served both cooked and in dried form—venison 

or jerky.     Bacon was home cured,  and pork was salted down and preserved in brine.    

We made sauerkraut of cabbages,  also preserved in brine.     The winter season,  while 

wet, was not very cold,  and cabbages,   turnips,  rutabagas    and carrots were available 

most of the year. 

Most of the facilities of home life which are now available by pressing buttons and 

turning faucets,  were then produced by much more primitive methods.    The only heat 

for cooking and warming the house came from big wood stoves and a fireplace,  the latter 

of which was in the living room.    The wood was stored during dry weather,   in a long 

covered porch,  which ran between the house and the storehouse.      A big woodbox,    in 

the kitchen,  was filled daily and used in the kitchen  range and the heating stoves,  as 

well as in the fireplace.     Light was provided by kerosene lamps which  required 

frequent filling with oil,  trimming of wicks,  and cleaning of chimneys.     Water for 

cooking,  drinking,  and other 
 
 



 
 

domestic purposes came from a well,  pumped by hand in the kitchen. Water for 

laundering was provided in large barrels,  which sat under the drain spouts,  from the 

roof,  which filled them with rainwater. This was very soft water,   much prized for 

laundry purposes.     It was in these barrels that I   first saw the little mosquito wigglers. 

Presumably these were a harmless variety,  as the malaria carrying and yellow fever 

mosquitoes were unknown in that part of the State, and  I  have no recollection of either 

disease occurring there.      At that time,  the fact that mosquitoes hosted these deadly 

diseases was unknown  in Crescent City.    We had no bathtub.     Bathing was 

accomplished by the "sponging" method,  and by Saturday night sessions in large tubs 

filled with water heated on top of the kitchen range. 

Mother did the haircutting for the boys.    She and Maude had long hair.     Father 

got his haircuts and shaves at the barber shop. He wore a mustache at all times,  and a 

beard most of the time,  so shaving was infrequent. 

Our house was connected with the barn—which was a two story affair—by a 

covered runway,  making ingress and egress possible during  rainy weather.    Here was 

stored wood,  hay and grain,  for occasional use,  together with other provisions.    The lot 

between our home facing the swamp and  Father's office was used for a variety of 

purposes.    Mother's rose garden occupied a part of it.    She kept track of all new 

developments of roses and bought the prize winners.    Mother knew them all,  and 

treated them with great care.    We had several fruit trees;  cherry and apples I 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 



 
 
 
 

remember particularly.     There  was also a chicken  yard  for a  swarm of feathered  

friends.     I remember the honeybees on the white clover blossoms,   and  the fleas  in  

the hens'  nest.     I  once  learned  how  to catch bees  by their wings,  and saved several  

in a shoe box;    but unfortunately  they  were all  dead  next  morning,   and  my  plan  

for thus  establishing  a  swarm  for our own  purposes  was defeated. 

Once a  swarm of bumblebees established a home in our barn, and Mother,  using  

her experience  in  her Minnesota  home,   put on a pair of long gloves and a netted head 

piece and disposed   of the bumblebees.     At  the  same time,  she recovered a  small  

quantity of honey as  well. 

The  strawberry  patch  was a  subject of great  interest to us boys  when  the  

berries  began  to  ripen.     On one occasion  when  we inspected it,   we observed one 

beautiful big berry,   almost  ripe. When we returned to the house,   the berry was gone.    

We sp ck eculated on its disappearance,  which was solved when one of the boys got "si

to his stomach" and "threw up" the berry,  along with his breakfast.     Father also had a 

little patch of corn which, in addition to a few "roastin1 ears," also provided some corn  

silk,   for our experimental  efforts at  smoking. 

The need  for a  strawberry  patch  was  not great,   as  wild strawberries  abounded 

all  through  the  meadows and  the woods. In addition to our own gathering of them, the 

Indians picked many of the wild berries and peddled them for sale from house to house. 

There were also wild blackberries,  raspberries,  huckleberries, and salmon berries, the 

latter a large,  salmon colored berry, resembling 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

a raspberry, but much larger and with a finer flavored fruit. All these berries, along 

with the domestic fruits, were excellent canned and were our favorite standby desserts 

during the winter months. 

Oranges and raisins were not available most of the time so that when they 

appeared in the stockings,  which we hung up at Christmas time,  they were greatly 

appreciated. 

I  do not remember ever seeing snow in Crescent City,  but one bright morning 

after a hard storm,  there were great white drifts of hail,   piled about the town.      On a 

few nights each winter it was cold enough to freeze ice on the ponds,  and in pans of 

water,   if we were foresighted enough to put them out in the evenings.   These were 

eagerly awaited occasions,  for then we could have ice cream. There was no ice 

manufacturing plant,  and the cost of shipping it was prohibitive.    There was little need 

for it, in any event, for any other purpose. 

The long winter evenings,  with rain pouring down outside, were times for telling 

and retelling stories of pioneer adventures, including those of friends and relatives.    And 

this was true, also, of many daylight hours as well, which were spent in this enjoyable 

pastime,  from which we children learned much of family history. When the telling 

consisted,  as it often did,  like the begats of the Old Testament,  of geneological recitals 

concerning "William's cousin Jane,  who was a niece of Samuel Kennedy," etc.,  I usually 

went to sleep.     But when it became,  as it frequently did,  a saga of the great American 

migration  to California,   then  I  lived it,  almost as vividly as if I had been there in 

person. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Father bought wool,  freshly sheared,  which we carded to remove the burs and 

tangles,  and washed,  to remove the dirt and grease which the sheep had accumulated 

during the winter.    Mother supervised the stuffing of the wool  into bed ticks,  and 

knotted the s s trings which held the wool in place,  in the completed mattresses. Needles

to say,  we slept warmly. 

Some of the old settlers had spinning wheels,   but woolen yarn was available in 

the stores,  and Mother knitted long woolen stockings for us all.    She also made our 

underwear and shirts.    She cut down Father's suits to make clothes for the boys.    

Occasionally Father would bring home a "dress pattern,"   a bolt of cloth which he had 

selected for Mother,  and for sister Maude.    Then Mother, with the assistance of a 

village seamstress,  would cut the material and put it together,  according to the paper 

patterns,  which reflected the latest styles in women's garments.    During those days the 

house would be littered with scraps of material,  thread,  patterns,  etc.     I  can remember 

watching,  with fascination,  a little round wheel gadget with spikes around its periphery,  

which was used to mark out the cloth for cutting, or some other such purpose. 

The fragrance of roasting coffee brings back nostalgic memories of our busy 

kitchen,  and broad pans filled with coffee beans in the oven of our wood I burn ing 

range.     I  did not drink coffee until years later;  nevertheless,   I enjoyed that rich aroma 

as much as any coffee-drinker could have enjoyed the coffee itself.     In  fact, I  

wondered  later whether some genius could devise a new method 
 
 



 
 
 

of coffee roasting which would retain the essence thus lost in the roasting process which,  

in my opinion,  excelled any flavor of coffee I  have ever tasted. 

Mother made cookies,  which she hid in a flour sack,  and left for exploration.    

When we found the sack of cookies,  then we had a feast,  as much to Mother's 

enjoyment as our own.    On one occasion she made a beautiful cake for a church 

"sociable."      Father found it and cut out a large piece of it by way of a sample,  not 

realizing the purpose for which it had been made;  this was very much to Mother's 

disgust,  for then she had to make a new cake. 

Yeast cakes were unknown in Crescent City.     Instead,  an earthern jug or crock 

held a yeast colony,  which dated back to a  "start" which had been given to Mother by 

some other woman, just as one had been given to that other woman by some equally 

generous friend when she was in need of one,  and so on through the years. 

Mother made bread,  biscuits,  pies,  doughnuts and gingerbread.    She scaled the 

big ocean fish,  plucked the chickens, ducks,  turkeys,  wild ducks,  and wild geese; and 

in the meantime she nursed the children through the frequent epidemics of croup,  

measles,  chicken-pox,  mumps,  chillblains and other ailments. 

Babies occurred frequently in the Crescent City of the nineties,  especially in 

the Miller family.     By  1894 there were one girl and five boys in our family,  and 

they kept Mother'
 

 

s hands full,   figuratively as well as literally speaking.     She was 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

a  very  resourceful  woman,   a  very  real  pioneer  woman,  and a  wonderful  mother.     

There were usually clothes lines  full of diapers, and  in the rainy season  she had a hard 

time getting them dry. Sometimes  they  were  strung on  clothes  lines,   improvised  

from  nail to  nail  running across the kitchen and dining  room.     Those were very  busy  

days  indeed.     As  pointed out  in another chapter,  there was a doctor in whom Mother 

had little confidence.    With  six children of her own,   preceded by her experience as the 

oldest child in  her  mother's  family of ten children,   she was  well  acquainted with  the 

problems of childbirth and children's diseases.    There was also a  nurse  in  the 

community  who officiated  as a  midwife. There was  a  young  squaw  with a  papoose 

of her own,   strapped on  her back,   while  she washed out the diapers  and  the other 

clothing.     She was a  friendly  soul  who did not object  to our  many questions  while  

she worked.     It  seems almost a  miracle,   when judged by  standards of medicine and 

baby care today,   that all six children  survived  into the  new  century.     Of course.   

Mother was  responsible for their survival,  as she was for the successful operation of our 

establishment,  generally.    A woman had  to be a sort of female  "jack of all  trades"  in  

those days. 

As  I   look  back  now,   from an  urban  perspective of light  and power,   faucets,   

radiators,   bottled  and  packaged  goods,   laundries, bakeries and  all  the other 

paraphernalia of modern  life,   it  seems amazing  that people could  have lived  so well,   

and  so happily,   as they did  in  Crescent City,   eighty  years ago. 

In  the summer,  on  fogless  nights,   the twilight was  long. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

before the night came, and the nights were so mild that we could play outdoors. This 

was the time for "blackman" and "run sheep run." 

As the dark of the night  fell,   the stars shone bright in a sky free from the 

reflections of street lights and electric signs.    The Big  Dipper,   the Milky Way,   the 

Seven Sisters  were all as  familiar to us  as  the  sun  by day and  the moon at  night.     

After a  time,   the old lamplighter would come along with a  short stepladder and light 

each  gas-light  street  lamp.     When we  went visiting after dark,   we carried oil  

lanterns.     All  these were  pale and  fitful  gleams which interfered  but  little  with  the  

splendor of the  night. 
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FATHER'S  OFFICE 

In the days to which this chronicle relates, professional standards were very  low,  

and the men who practiced professions,   in pioneer places,   were generally  speaking,   

the least qualified,  frequently,  of all.     For example,   i  remember our family doctor 

best, perhaps  because of his  French  name,   V.A.    Chaineaua   (pronounced 

"Shaneyou").     Although his  professional  card  in  the newspapers held  him out to be 

only a  physician  and  surgeon,   the same paper reported,   from time to time,  his 

activities as a courtroom advocate; on one occasion,   at  least,   he  was associate 

counsel  with  my  father. 

I   knew  nothing of his  medical  qualifications,   except that being retained  as our  

family  physician,   and associated  as counsel   in  the practice of law,   my  father must  

have had  confidence  in  him. Mother,   who  was  perhaps  better qualified  to  speak,   

had  grave doubts of his qualifications as a medical doctor. 

This  professional  ambidexterity  was not  unusual  in  Crescent City.     It was 

customary  for lawyers  to  serve not only in  the general practice of law,   which  in  

itself is growing  less frequent today, but they  served also as notary publics,  justices of 

the peace,   real estate brokers,   insurance agents,   and otherwise.     When  Father was 

admitted to practice in  the Supreme Court of California and also in the United States 

District Court,  his professional card was enlarged accordingly.    This caused so much 

apprehension on  the part of his  legal  contemporaries,  one of them  placed a quarter-

page advertisement in  the next  issue of the  weekly,   which,   in 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
headline type,   informed th nity: e residents of the commu

Land and Law Office of L.F. Cooper, Atty. at Law, Notary   Public  
and  Commissioner  for Oregon, Civil and Mining  Engineer;   Late  U.S.   
Deputy Mineral Surveyor; Complete Maps and Abstracts of all lands in this 
County; Redwood and Timber Lands, Farms, Mines and City property 
Bought and Sold; Loans Negotiated;  Titles Examined,  Abstracts furnished,  
and Examinations,  Surveys and Reports Made, on all kinds of Real Property.  
Agent of Royal Exchange Assurance Co. (fire), National Insurance Company 
(Life), Large Fire and Burglar Proof Safe for Storing Valuables. 

The foregoing examples should be sufficient to demonstrate the "professional 

dexterity" to which I  have referred.     Fortunately,  my father confined himself to the 

practice of law. 

I  have already told of the purchase from Jennie Ahrens of the lot on which our 

house was built.    My family's activities were centered largely in  (and around)   it,  

bounded by  4th and  5th,   H. and  I.  Streets.    Our home was on one corner of this lot,  

my father's office on another.    The Court House was,  in my day,   in an adjoining 

block; the school house was in another adjoining block.     I  give this description in order 

to indicate how closely knit was the life of the little city. 

It was a time of simple living,  of close-knit family ties,  a Father and Mother era,  

both of whom shared in the discipline and teaching of the already comparatively large 

family of children.     Before the days of general telephone service,  my parents had a 

little telephone line between our house and the office. 

Father's office was an  "attractive nuisance," to use a lawyer's phrase,  for a 

small boy,  and my father always welcomed me.     I  used to sit quietly and watch 

the proceedings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The office shelves were laden with an intriguing mixture of law books,  records of 

cases,  and m red uch correspondence,  all bound with paper wrappings and tied with  

tape.  se    (Filing cabinets, as I came to know them later,  had no place in it.)    All the

were in addition to the heretofore mentioned gold specimens,  and several bottles of 

black sand reputed to be rich in platinum. 

Father's practice,  though largely involved with gold, dealt also with the usual 

contra  out cts,  leases, options,  bills of sate,  deeds, and mortgages.    The trial work arose

of disputes over titles and boundaries,  claim jumping,  larceny,  robbery,  and occasional 

murders which caused the greatest professional competition— sometimes much too 

"warm" for comfort. 

Generally the proceedings in the office were carried on with much conversation,  

terminated usually by an exchange of money in gold pieces and big silver dollars.    

There was no paper money and,  when it did come into circulation,  was frequently 

refused. 

Many transactions did not call for an exchange of money. One rather amusing 

episode,  which Father let me watch for my own education,  illustrates this point.    One 

of Father's clients had a bad habit of writing his name,  whenever he got a pen or pencil 

in his hand,  upon whatever lay before him.    He had been cautioned of the danger of 

doing so,  and Father finally decided to use drastic corrective measures.    A few days 

before  the  the following described episode occurred,  the client had written his name in

very center of a blank sheet of paper.    After he left the office, Father typed in,  above his 

signature,  a promissory note for 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

$1,000.00,  dated as of a year before.    The next time the client came into his office.   

Father demanded  payment.     Then  followed a surprised denial that he had ever given 

such a  note. 

"That's  your  signature,   isn't  i t?"  queried  Father. 

"It sure is," admitted the client,  after a long and careful examination.     Then,   

rather  reluctantly,   he pulled out  his buckskin bag.     Carefully he unwound the thong 

which puckered its mouth,  then drew out from  its recesses several  handfuls of large 

gold coins and stacked them on the table,  clinking  them  reflectively  as  he  piled  

them,   one upon  top of another. 

"Now  the interest," said Father. 

Again   his  hand  went  into  the bag,   again  came out,   to add three double 

eagles  to  the  pile. 

"It's yours,"  he said,   "but by gum,   I  still don't remember giving  you  the note.     

I   never  thought  I  could  forget  a  thousand dollars so easy,   in just a year." 

"Now  put  the money  back  in your  pocket,"  said  Father,   as, very casually,   he 

tore the  paper  into shreds and  threw  them  into the woodbox.     "It wasn't a year ago," 

explained  Father.     "It was only last week."    Then he explained further what he had 

done, and warned him again about his bad  habit. 

"I've  warned  you  many  times about  this.     You  see  now  what can  come of 

it.     Some of these days,   if you don't watch out,   some slicker  will  take you  for every 

dollar you've got."    Then  he pulled out of his desk drawer a  sheaf of papers,   with  his 

client's  signature,   some of them on blank sheets of paper. 
 



Whether or not he learned his lesson and escaped the slickers 1 do not know, but 

that I learned something by the episode, which lasted a long time for me, there can be 

no doubt. 

I  can still  see the men  sitting around the office with their feet up on  the table or 

on  another chair  while  they  talked  interminably about  "gold."     I   remember one 

occasion,   h wever,   when  the discussion  was about  whiskey  rather  than  gold. o

One of Father' ill  and the settlement of an s cases consisted of the probate of a  w

estate.    The time had come for a  final accounting  when,   to  the dismay of everyone,   

it was  discovered  that one very  important asset of the estate—a  barrel of whiskey—

had been almost completely  emptied  by the administrator and  his  friends  in the daily 

consumption of its contents.     My  father  had  warned against  this,   but  the  temptation  

had apparen e  necessary,   therefore,   to procure a  new  tly  been  too great. It  becam

barrel  of whiskey.    The judge who was to hear and approve the final accounting  and  

direct disposition of the estate  was  an  aut o hority on whiskey,   and  his custom  was t

examine and taste any  such property as might be found among the assets of the deceased. 

There was much  scurrying around  in the saloons and warehouses to find a substitute 

barrel.     Unfortunately,   it being the winter season of heavy  rains and a  rough ocean,   

the supply  of whiskey had  run  very  low,   and  the administrator was  unable  to  find 

another  full  barrel.     They  waited  for the arrival of the next steamer  from  San   

Francisco,   but  this  hope was also in  vain  because  no  ship  had  dared  to  put  in  to 

Crescent  City 's   little harbor. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 



As a  last resort,   it  was decided  to Make a  barrel  of whiskey.     I remember  the  

discussion  which  took  place  in   Father's office as  to what  its contents  should  be:     

Rain  water,   raw alcohol,   licorice, chewing tobacco,  and a  few other ingredients,   

which did not register in my young memory.    The time came for the hearing  before 

Judge Murphy,   who  had  been conditioned,   so  it was  said,   by liberal  applications of 

whiskey  in order to sharpen  his  taste  buds. He sampled  the newly created barrel of 

whiskey,   pronounced  it rather poor grade,   but accepted it for settlement of the estate. 

What a round of relieved  sighs went around the office as lawyers, administrator,  

distiller,  witnesses,  et al.   postmortemed  the hearing  a  few  minutes  later. 

While Mother did  not approve of my  "education"  thus obtained,   she 

nevertheless  put  up  with  it. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

A BIG  FROG  IN A LITTLE PUDDLE 

We children, of course,  could not avoid hearing conversations between Mother 

and  Father concerning many subjects.    One of the most frequent,  and one which was 

not settled for a long time,  was raised by Mother's question:     "Why did we settle,  and 

why do we stay in this little town instead of going to one of the larger cities, like San 

Francisco?"    Father's answer was always that he preferred to be a "big frog in a little 

puddle,  instead of a little frog in a big puddle."    There was nothing said to indicate that 

Mother was longing for big city life.    Quite the contrary,  she was thinking instead of 

Father ger city.    's achievement which presumably would have been much greater in a lar

Whether it was fear of big city competition,  or other reasons,  did not clearly appear 

from Father's responses.    Accustomed as he had always been to farm life,  or life in 

small communities,  he could not reconcile himself to the strenuous life of a big city,  and 

to the comparative obscurity which he felt he must suffer in a large one. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

THE  VIOLIN  — A  FEE  FOR  DEFENDING IN  

A MURDER  CASE 

Father boasted  that during  a certain  period of years  he had, as a  lawyer,   

represented a client  in  every  case of importance tried in  the Superior Court of Del  

Norte County.     No doubt  he was correct.     He was a very  successful young 

practitioner.       He had earned enough  money  to provide well  for  his growing  family;   

he had purchased and paid for the half block on which his office and our  home  were  

located.     But  he did  not win all of his cases.     One which he  fought  hardest to  win 

and  lost  was  the case of State of California  vs .  Gonzales.

In  the  Del  Norte  Record  for June   13,   1885,   appeared an  item concerning 

Joseph M.   Gonzales,   "a  thorough  musician  who  received his education  in  Naples,   

Italy,"  who  had just  arrived  in  Crescent City.     He  was  prepared  to give music  

lessons on  piano,   violin, and other  instruments,   and  was also qualified  to tune and  

repair  pianos. A  little  later appeared a  similar  item,   this  time to  the effect  that 

Gonzales had been employed as leader and instructor for the Crescent City  Band. 

Before  long,   there was  a  good  deal  of talk  about  the young matrons who  had  

suddenly  discovered  a great  unsatisfied  need  for instruction  in  music.     Among the  

pupils of Gonzales  were a  number of young  women,   attracted either  by  the idea of a 

career  in music or  by  the  instructor.     He was  too young and  attractive to women  to  

be safe  in a small community  such as Crescent City. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Among rivileged"   Gonzales’  pupils  was one who was,   apparently,   a "p

member of his classes.     She had  a  husband  who  was extremely jealous and   

resented  the attentions  which  the teacher, Gonzales,   paid  to his  wife.     One day  he 

came home  unexpectedly in  mid-afternoon;   there  were  words,   a quarrel,   and a  

shooting. But it was the husband,  and not the music teacher,  who was killed. 

At my father's insistence,  the case was tried on the theory of self-defense.     

However,   Gonzales  was convicted  in Superior Court of murder  in  the  first  degree,   

which carried a death penalty.     Father  struggled  valiantly  in  his  defense,   in  the 

face of community  disapproval.     On appeal,   he carried  the case to  the Supreme 

Court of California;   he  made the sea  voyage to  San  Francisco,   where he was again 

defeated. 

In  spite of his  popularity as a  music  teacher,   Gonzales  was apparently  a  very  

impecunious young  man.     He  had  no money  to pay  my  father's  fee or  the expenses  

for  his journey  to San  Francisco on  his  behalf.     He  paid  his  fee,   therefore,   with a  

violin, apparently  his  last negotiable asset.     He explained  to  Father  that it was a  very 

valuable instrument,   which had been played in the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. 

Father used  to play the violin and gave it to me before his death,   a  grim  

reminder of a  murder and  a hanging.     It  was,   and still   is,   somewhat  in  need of 

repair.     I   have  it  still. 

My  mother did  not approve of Father's defense of Gonzales, or of his acceptance 

of the  violin as  payment  for his  fee.       She 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

had  th d  she e  layman's doubt of the propriety of defending a  man  who was  guilty,   an

had  no doubt of this  defendant's  guilt.     So far as  1   now  remember.   Father and 

Mother's discussions of the Gonzales case were my first introduction to the principle of 

law, which insures to every accused person a  fair trial  with the right to counsel  to 

represent  him. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




